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One day, at a colleague's farewell party, Anna meets Domenico, a courageous man a little older, married with two small
children. Domenio's courtship becomes more insistent, but Anna changes her mind when he invites her to rest with him. Anna
changes her mind again after Domenino suggests a drive along the coast. On the very first day, while in her car, Anna suddenly
begins to hear strange sounds. At first they seemed to her something between a chirping and a squeak, and she was frightened,

but then the sounds began to repeat themselves more and more often and soon turned into a real musical phrase. Despite
suggestions of a hallucination, Anna begins to search for the source of the sounds and learns that Domenigo has the gift of

clairvoyance. Later it turns out that Domenic also has a similar gift. They spend a week trying to figure out what strange sounds
look like, but they still can't figure them out. At the same time, the sound begins to throb inside Anna, which frightens her. It
soon becomes clear who is the source of the sound - to listen to it, you need to lie on the floor and lean your head back on the

hard back of the chair. The sound appears every time Anna is in the car. After talking a little more, they agree to go to the
mountains, where Domenica opens a picture with sounds. There they watch a flock of birds. On the last night before

Domenique's departure, she suddenly realizes that she has fallen in love. Anna is in disarray, she cannot find the strength to part
with him. Upon arriving home, Anna gets drunk in the place where she first heard the mysterious sounds.
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